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Abstract. The successful lasing at the SLAC National Accelerator Lab-
oratory of the Linear Coherent Light Source (LCLS), the first X-ray
free-electron laser (X-ray FEL), in the wavelength range 1.5 to 15 Å,
pulse duration of 60 to few femtoseconds, number of coherent photons
per pulse from 1013 to 1011, is a landmark event in the development of
coherent electromagnetic radiation sources. Until now electrons travers-
ing an undulator magnet in a synchrotron radiation storage ring pro-
vided the best X-ray sources. The LCLS has set a new standard, with
a peak X-ray brightness higher by ten orders of magnitudes and pulse
duration shorter by three orders of magnitudes. LCLS opens a new win-
dow in the exploration of matter at the atomic and molecular scales of
length and time. Taking a motion picture of chemical processes in a few
femtoseconds or less, unraveling the structure and dynamics of complex
molecular systems, like proteins, are some of the exciting experiments
made possible by LCLS and the other X-ray FELs now being built in
Europe and Asia. In this paper, we describe the history of the many
theoretical, experimental and technological discoveries and innovations,
starting from the 1960s and 1970s, leading to the development of LCLS.

1 A new science 1

From their discovery by Roentgen in 1895 [Roentgen 1995] X-rays have been one of 2

the most important research and diagnostic tools in medicine, chemistry and physics, 3

taking images of solid objects, determining the structure of crystalline materials, and 4

the chemical composition of even small or hard to reach samples. 5

The most common source of X-rays for medical applications are X-ray tubes, 6

consisting of a vacuum tube in which electrons, accelerated to energy of about 50 7

to 60 keV, strike a metal target and generate X-rays by bremsstrahlung or X-ray 8

fluorescence. 9

In the research area, today’s most used source of high brightness X-ray beams for 10

studies in biology, chemistry and physics, is the spontaneous radiation from electrons 11

moving in an undulator magnet located in an electron storage ring. A large number 12

of these facilities have been built in many countries, and thousands of scientists use 13

them. The US Advanced Photon Source in the Argonne National Laboratory, the 14
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European Synchrotron Radiation Facility at Grenoble and Spring 8 near Osaka in1

Japan, are the largest and most powerful. Useful as they are, these facilities have2

limitations: the shortest X-ray pulse duration is 10–100 ps; the number of coherent3

photons, less than one per coherent volume, is small.4

X-ray tubes and synchrotron radiation sources are incoherent sources, similar to5

thermal sources of visible light. In the case of visible light an enormous progress for6

research and applications has been achieved by the introduction of the laser, gener-7

ating coherent radiation. How to do the same for X-rays has long been a dream of8

many scientists. This goal has now been reached with the successful development of9

the X-ray FEL, which improves the properties of synchrotron radiation sources by10

orders of magnitude. The radiation is transversely coherent, diffraction limited, and11

the number of photons in a coherent volume is about 109 or larger. The pulse duration12

changes from 100 to a few femtosecond (fs), with about 1013 coherent photons/pulse13

at 100 fs, 15 Å and 1012 at 100 fs, 1.5 Å. The number of photons is of course smaller,14

about 1011–1010, for pulses only a few femtosecond long. The line width is typically15

between 10−3 and 10−4. These properties are often summarized in a quantity called16

the photon beam spectral brightness, or sometime simply the brightness, the num-17

ber of photons per unit area, per unit angular divergence, per second within a line18

width of 10−3. The peak spectral brightness measured at the hard X-ray FEL, LCLS,19

at SLAC [Emma 2009; 2010] and at the soft X-ray FEL, FLASH, at DESY [Faatz20

2009], is about 10 and 8 orders of magnitude larger than that of the most powerful21

synchrotron radiation source, as shown in Figure 1, showing the predicted LCLS per-22

formance [Cornacchia 1998] and the experimental results at 0.15 nm. The storage ring23

based synchrotron radiation sources are again order of magnitudes above other, more24

conventional, X-ray sources. These are remarkable advances in our ability to explore25

and study nature, using the powerful tools and techniques provided by X-rays.26

By generating X-ray with the characteristics atomic scale length of 1 Å and a27

time duration of a few to tens of femtosecond, the characteristic time for a valence28

electron to complete a revolution around the atomic nucleus, the X-ray FEL starts a29

new chapter in the exploration of the structure and properties of matter at the atomic30

and molecular level. Determining the structure of non-periodic, non-crystalline, ma-31

terials in a few femtosecond, or following the evolution of the electron wave function32

in a chemical reaction on the attosecond time scale, are some of the new, exciting33

experiments that the X-ray FEL is making possible.34

Experiments recently done at LCLS include coherent diffraction imaging of protein35

nano-crystals [Chapman 2011] and viruses [Seibert 2011], atomic physics [Young 2010],36

matter under extreme temperature and pressure [Vinko 2011]. A description of the37

research possible at LCLS, using instruments already available to scientists, is found38

at http://lcls.slac.stanford.edu/Instruments.aspx. Schneider [Schneider 2010] has re-39

cently written an extensive review of experiments at FLASH and other X-ray FELs.40

Very recently, in June 2011, a second X-ray FEL, SACLA, built at the Riken41

Laboratory in Japan, successfully operated at 1.2 Å [Tanaka 2011]. Since then the42

wavelength range has been extended from 0.63 Å to 2.82 Å, with an energy per pulse43

of about 1 mJ 2.8 Å and pulse duration of about 10 fs.44

In this paper, we describe the history of the successful development of X-ray FELs,45

leading to the new scientific results just mentioned and the other that will follow in46

the coming years.47

2 Early history48

Electromagnetic waves are everywhere in the universe. Our life depends on the energy49

we receive from the Sun in the form of electromagnetic waves. Telecommunications,50
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C. Pellegrini: The history of X-ray free-electron lasers 3

Fig. 1. The average and peak brightness, of photon beams at LCLS, the DESY VUV and
soft X-ray FEL, FLASH, and some advanced synchrotron radiation sources. The first results
obtained at LCLS are in good agreement with prediction presented in this figure. The red
arrows are used to visualize the large increase in brightness obtained at LCLS. Original plots
from the LCLS Design Report, reference [3].

in all its forms, are based on the generation of electromagnetic waves. In most cases 1

the electromagnetic waves we generate are incoherent, like those we receive from the 2

Sun, a random superposition of waves at different frequencies and different phases, 3

very much like the noise we hear in a room full of people talking between themselves. 4

However, if instead of people talking at random, we have in the same room a choir the 5

result is dramatically different. The choir members sing at well-defined frequencies or 6

group of frequencies, and emitting sound in phase with each other. The acoustic waves 7

they generate are coherent, having well defined frequencies and being in phase. Doing 8

the same with electromagnetic waves has long been a goal of scientists and engineers, 9

successfully achieved in the early part of the XIX century for radio wavelengths, a 10

few to hundred meters, using the oscillations of electrons in a metal. Unfortunately, 11

this method does not work as well when the wavelength is reduced. New methods and 12

devices have to be invented. Electron beams propagating in vacuum inside a metallic 13

structure have been used, starting in the 1930s, to generate coherent microwaves, 14

at centimeter wavelengths. An article by Pierce [Pierce 1962], one of the scientists 15

contributing to these developments, narrates the history of these developments. 16

It is interesting at this point to notice, as done by Pierce in his paper, that an 17

important part of the microwave tube history was the invention at Stanford Uni- 18

versity of the high power klystron by the brothers Sigurd and Varian [Varian 1939]. 19

High power klystrons are the device powering radars, communications systems and, 20
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of particular interest to our story, particle accelerators, from those used in medical1

therapy to those used for research in elementary particle and nuclear physics.2

William Hansen, Edward Ginzton, Marvin Chodorow, and others, further devel-3

oped high power klystrons at Stanford University. Their work made possible, and4

was also stimulated by, the construction on the Stanford campus of a linear electron5

accelerator, or linac for short, and ultimately by the creation, by Wolfgang Panofsky6

and his collaborators, of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, SLAC, with its two7

miles long 23 GeV accelerator. As we will see later the two-mile SLAC linac has been8

a key element that has made possible the development of the X-ray FEL. An excellent9

review of the early klystron and linear accelerator development is given in the Blue10

Book, the Stanford Two-Mile Accelerator, a detailed description of the history, oper-11

ation and technical components of the SLAC linac [Neal 1967]. Douglas W. Dupen12

wrote the history chapter in the Blue Book. It starts with the following sentence: “The13

development of linear accelerators at Stanford originated with the late W.W. Hansen14

interest in X-ray problems in the mid 1930s”. For most of its lifetime the SLAC linac15

has been used to explore, with great success, recognized by several Nobel prizes, the16

sub-atomic world of leptons and quarks. Its use today to produce X-rays brings its17

history to complete the circle.18

At shorter wavelengths, in the infrared, visible and near UV, wavelengths of about19

a few micrometers or smaller, generation of coherent radiation has been made possible20

by the invention of the laser, based on population inversion in an atomic or molec-21

ular media, opening a huge field of applications and scientific exploration. There22

are many papers on the history of the lasers and their development, among them23

those by Mario Bertolotti [Bertolotti 2005] and by Zinth et al. [Zinth 2011]. Scien-24

tists have since utilized the laser as a powerful instrument for research in all areas25

of science. Laser operating in the near infrared can generate pulses with extremely26

large peak power, up to terawatts or even petawatts, and extremely short duration,27

as short as a femtosecond or even less, characteristic of some atomic and molecular28

systems. One femtosecond (fs) is the time one valence electron takes to go around one29

nucleus.30

However the space resolution is limited by the radiation wavelength to the mi-31

crometer or sub-micrometer range, well above the atomic scale length of about 1 Å.32

Extending atomic lasers to the Ångstrom region is made very difficult by the huge33

amount of power needed to produce population inversion in the inner atomic electron-34

ics level corresponding to this wavelength. Finding a way to have coherent radiation35

sources that jointly have atomic space and time resolution, generating X-ray pulses36

with femtosecond duration and Ångstrom wavelength, an X-ray laser, would open37

a new way to explore the spatial structure and dynamics of atomic and molecular38

processes, a real breakthrough for the study of the properties of matter.39

The dream of an X-ray laser has motivated many scientists for many decades. This40

paper describes how, using free-electron lasers, based on relativistic electron beams41

propagating in vacuum in a particular type of magnet, an undulator, this dream has42

become reality.43

3 From microwave tubes to FELs44

Microwave tubes, and in particular klystrons, developed initially during World War45

II to power radars, were the first sources of coherent electromagnetic radiation from46

free-electron beams. The term free-electron describes the fact that, contrary to the47

case of atomic lasers, the electrons are not bound to a nucleus in an energy level.48

They make use of a metallic slow wave structure to produce an electric field parallel49

to the direction of propagation of an electron beam and make the phase velocity50
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C. Pellegrini: The history of X-ray free-electron lasers 5

Fig. 2. An electron bunch moves through a planar undulator magnet. Its trajectory oscillates
around the longitudinal magnet axis, in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. The
electron acceleration, perpendicular to the axis, is periodic with the undulator magnet period.

Fig. 3. Electron trajectory and emitted radiation. The radiation is emitted in the forward
direction, within an angle 1/γ, where γ is the electron energy in rest mass units, E = mc2γ,
and mostly near the part of the trajectory where the acceleration is larger.

Fig. 4. The interference between the waves emitted from each undulator period is positive
when the condition (1) is satisfied.

of the electric field smaller than that of light. A resonant energy exchange between 1

electrons and the radiation is obtained when the electron velocity and the wave phase 2

velocity are nearly equal. This condition requires the size of the structure to be of the 3

order of the radiation wavelength, limiting the tubes, typically, to centimeters long 4

wavelength. 5

A different approach to reach shorter wavelengths was proposed in 1951 by Motz 6

[Motz 1951], using a relativistic electron beam propagating through an undulator 7

magnet to produce electromagnetic radiation. In the simplest case, shown in Figure 2, 8

an undulator consists of a magnet array, with alternating North-South polarities, 9

generating a field, transverse to system axis, of maximum value B0 and oscillating 10

in a plane like a sinusoid. In this field an electron with a component of the velocity 11

parallel to the undulator axis follows a sinusoidal trajectory around the same axis, in 12

a plane perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field, as shown in Figure 3. 13

Being accelerated, the electron emits a wave train with a number of waves equal 14

to the number of magnetic periods, NU . The far field radiation seen by an observer on 15

the undulator axis, z, at some distance from the undulator, is the result of interference 16

between the waves emitted at each period, as shown in Figure 4. The interference gives 17
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a positive addition of the waves when the time delay between the waves emitted at1

two consecutive electron oscillation maxima is equal to the wavelength2

cΔT =
λU

βz
− λU cos θ = λ (1)

where βz is the longitudinal velocity, velocity along the undulator axis. in units of the3

light velocity, c. We assume the longitudinal velocity to be near to one, βz ≈ 1. From4

this equation we obtain the relationship5

λ = λU

(
1
βz

− 1
cos θ

)
(2)

between the radiation wavelength λ, the undulator period, λU , and the electron lon-6

gitudinal velocity. For relativistic electrons it is possible to assume7

θ ≤ 1/γ � 1, 1 − βz � 1.8

In this case the radiation wavelength is much shorter than the undulator period.9

The electron trajectory is determined by the undulator magnetic field, and has10

a component, �VT , transverse to the undulator axis. The motion in the undulator11

magnetic field leaves the electron energy, and the magnitude of its velocity, constant,12

when we neglect the emission of radiation, a quite good first approximation. The13

transverse component of the velocity oscillate with the period, λU , of the undulator14

field15

VT = (K/γ) sin (2πz/λU) (3)

where z is the position along the undulator axis and16

K = eB0λU/2πmc2
17

is a quantity characterizing the undulator magnet, called the undulator parameter,18

typically of the order of one. For relativistic electrons γ � 1, the transverse velocity19

is small, K/γ � 1, and the axial electron velocity is constant to second order in this20

quantity. The velocity and the energy γ are related by β2
x + β2

z = 1 − 1/γ2. Using21

this relationship and the smallness of the transverse velocity, the relationship (2)22

between the undulator period and the radiation wavelength can be rewritten in the23

most widely used form24

λ = λU

(
1 + K2/2 + γ2θ2

)
/2γ2. (4)

This dependence makes it easy to change the wavelength from centimeters or mil-25

limeters to Ångstroms by varying the electrons energy from a few MeV, to about26

10–20 GeV.27

There are several books and reviews on the physics and technology of FELs, where28

the characteristics of the undulator magnetic field, the electron trajectories and the29

emitted radiation are discussed in detail. The interested reader can see for instance30

the review paper by [Pellegrini 2004], where other references are given.31

The line width of the emitted radiation is approximately the inverse of the number32

of waves in the emitted wave train33

Δλ

λ
≈ 1

NU
. (5)

As an example let us consider a case similar to that of LCLS. Assuming γ = 3× 104,34

λU = 3 cm, K = 3, we obtain λ ∼ 1 Å.35
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Fig. 5. The superposition of the electromagnetic waves emitted by 30 relativistic electrons
crossing an undulator magnet for case a, top, and b, bottom. Top left, waves superposition
when the phase is a random number between 0 and 2π, top right average field amplitude. For
a single wave the amplitude is normalized to 1. Bottom left and right, wave superposition
and average amplitude when the phase is a random number between 0 and π/5. Notice the
larger value of the average amplitude in case a.

The radiation generated by a beam with Ne electrons, distributed over a certain 1

length LB, crossing an undulator, is the superposition of the wave trains generated by 2

each electron. The result of the superposition depends on the radiation wavelength, 3

the electron bunch length, and the details of the electron longitudinal distribution, 4

because the wave trains generated by electrons entering the undulator at different 5

times have a phase difference proportional to the difference of their arrival time at 6

the undulator entrance. The total radiation intensity depends on how the wave trains 7

superimpose. 8

The simplest case, (a) is when the bunch length is much shorter than the radiation 9

wavelength. In this case all the wave trains have approximately the same phase and 10

the radiation intensity is proportional to the square of the electron number, I ∼ N2
e , 11

the radiation from all the electrons is coherent, the radiation wave front is like that 12

generated by a single super-particle of charge Ne. 13

If the electron bunch length is much larger than the radiation wavelength, and the 14

longitudinal electron distribution is random over the scale defined by the radiation 15

wavelength, case (b), the superposition is similar to that shown in Figure 5, top case. 16

In this case the intensity is proportional to the number of electrons. The difference in 17

intensity between the two cases is rather large, since typically the number of electrons 18

in a bunch can be as large as 109 to 1010. 19

On the other hand, while it is within the range of our technologies to easily gener- 20

ate in electron accelerator bunches with this number of particles and lengths of cen- 21

timeters to millimeters, it becomes increasingly difficult to do so at sub-millimeter to 22

micro-meter lengths. Hence the interest in another case, case (c), with bunch length 23

much longer than the wavelength, but electrons organized in micro-bunches sepa- 24

rated by about one radiation wavelength. The wave trains are nearly in phase and 25
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the radiation intensity can be again proportional to some power of Ne intermediate1

between 1 and 2, depending on how well the condition is satisfied.2

In case (a) the radiation is longitudinally coherent, while in case (b) it has the3

characteristics of a thermal source. Case (c) is intermediate between the other two.4

This discussion can be made quantitative characterizing how the wave trains su-5

perimpose with a quantity called the bunching factor6

B =
1

Ne

Ne∑
n=1

exp (2π iz0n/λ) (6)

where z0n is the initial position of the electrons within the bunch. The bunching fac-7

tor is the Fourier component of electron longitudinal distribution at the radiation8

frequency, which is also proportional to the Fourier component of the longitudinal9

charge density. The transverse electric current, the source term for the electromag-10

netic field, is also proportional to the bunching factor. The radiation intensity is11

proportional to the square of the bunching factor and is zero if the bunching factor is12

zero, as is the case for a beam with a uniform electron distribution. Evaluating |B|2,13

which changes between zero, in the case of a uniform particle distribution, and one, for14

particles at the same position or separated by the wavelength λ, leads to the results15

discussed before.16

Since case (b) is the most common when we consider short wavelengths, nanometer17

or fraction of a nanometer, finding a way to make a transition from (b) to (c) can be18

most important and give a very large increase in radiation intensity. As we will see19

the FEL gives us a way to do exactly that.20

4 Early experiments and the small signal gain theory21

Motz followed his 1951 paper with experimental work. About two years later, in 1953,22

he reported [Motz 1953] the results of an experiment using an electron beam of a linear23

accelerator at Stanford University. He observed incoherent visible light for electron24

beam energy of about 100 MeV, and coherent emission, at a radiation wavelength of25

a few mm, with an electron beam energy of 3 to 5 MeV. The typical bunch length for26

the linac beam used by Motz is about one mm, so in the high-energy case it is much27

longer than the radiation wavelength, and the emitted wave trains superimpose as in28

case (b). For the low energy case we are approximately in case (a).29

Philips [Philips 1960] in 1960 developed another device, the Ubitron, using the30

interaction between an electron beam executing periodic transverse oscillations in a31

magnet and the TE01 mode in an unloaded waveguide.32

Madey introduced the free-electron laser (FEL) concept in 1971 [Madey 1971]. It33

consists, as shown in Figure 6, of a linear accelerator, an undulator magnet, and an34

input electromagnetic wave, which generates stimulated emission from the electrons,35

amplifying the input wave. As we will see later the amplification process can also be36

described as a transition of a beam initially in case (b), with a random distribution of37

electrons on the wavelength scale, to a beam corresponding to case (c), with a large38

increase in the bunching factor and thus in the intensity of the radiation field.39

Madey experimental system is shown in Figure 6 [Elias 1976]. The undulator is40

helical, consisting of bifilar helical coils with current flowing in each coil in opposite41

directions. It generates a rotating transverse periodic magnetic field that, near the42

axis, is43

Bx = B0 cos (2πz/λU)

By = B0 sin (2πz/λU) . (7)
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C. Pellegrini: The history of X-ray free-electron lasers 9

Fig. 6. Madey’s amplifier experiment. The undulator is a bifilar superconducting coil (from
ref. [Elias 1976]).

In this field the trajectory of an electron of energy and longitudinal velocity γ, βz is 1

a helix of radius a = λUK/2π γ βz. The electron velocity transverse to the undulator 2

axis is 3

βx = (K/γ) cos (2πz/λU) ,

βy = (K/γ) sin (2πz/λU) (8)

while the longitudinal velocity βz is a constant β2
z = 1 − 1/γ2 − K2/γ2. 4

For a relativistic electron the longitudinal velocity can be well approximated by 5

βz = 1 − (
1 + K2

)
/2γ2. 6

While there are differences between a helical and a planar undulator, for instance 7

the radiation is circularly polarized instead of linearly polarized, the basic physics 8

of emission of radiation by the electrons is the same, and the formula (4) for the 9

radiation wavelength is still valid with the simple substitution of K2/2 with K2
10

[Murphy 1990]. The interaction of the electrons with the undulator and radiation 11

field, the FEL mechanism, is also essentially the same, with some minor differences, 12

in the two cases. In the following description of the FEL theory we will consider the 13

somewhat simpler case of a helical undulator. 14

Madey described the stimulated radiation emission process using a quantum me- 15

chanical approach, in the reference frame where the electrons have zero longitudinal 16

velocity, and execute an oscillation in the transverse direction. Using the Weiszäcker- 17

Williams approximation [Weiszäcker 1934; Williams 1935] the undulator field is rep- 18

resented as a circularly polarized plane wave. In this frame the system consists of 19

two electromagnetic waves traveling in opposite directions, and electrons oscillating 20

transversely to the direction of propagation of the waves. The small signal gain is 21

evaluated from the photon transition probability from one state to the other, and the 22

corresponding change in intensity of the input wave. The condition to obtain gain is 23

that the frequency of the input signal be near to that of the spontaneous undulator 24

radiation. 25

Madey also considers over what wavelength range the FEL would work, and 26

he reaches the conclusion: “The dependence of the gain on the square of the final 27

state wavelength probably precludes the development of steady state oscillations in 28

the region beyond the ultraviolet. However, it remains possible that, considering the 29

intensity, the spontaneously emitted radiation might itself find applications”. 30
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A very interesting aspect the theory is that the gain, even if evaluated using the1

quantum theory of radiation, does not depend on Planck’s constant, the effect is2

classical. The need of a quantum theory and the limitations of a classical theory were3

studied in the early 1980s [Bosco 1983; Becker 1982; 1983; Dattoli 1985], reaching the4

conclusion that the effect is classical to very good approximation if the electron recoil5

in the emission of a photon is small. More precisely the ratio of the photon energy to6

the electron energy must be less than the radiation line-width, given by (5). This is7

certainly the case for infrared, visible, UV FELs, and even for most X-ray FELs.8

Colson [Colson 1977] developed the classical theory of the FEL in the small gain9

approximation. The basic physics, in the classical description, is the energy exchange10

between the electron beam and the electromagnetic plane wave. The electron trajec-11

tory is determined, to a very good approximation, by the undulator magnetic field,12

and has a component, �VT , transverse to the undulator axis, which is also the direction13

of propagation of the wave. The motion in the undulator magnetic field leaves the14

electron energy, and the magnitude of its velocity, constant. The transverse compo-15

nents oscillate with the period, λU , of the undulator field, as in equation (3) or (8).16

For relativistic electrons, γ � 1, the traverse velocity is small, K/γ � 1, and the17

axial electron velocity is constant to second order in this quantity.18

The electric field of the input wave is also transverse to the undulator axis, and19

is chosen to be parallel to the transverse component of the velocity. Its amplitude is20

given by21

ER,x = ER0 sin [2π(z − ct)/λR]

ER,y = ER0 cos [2π(z − ct)/λR] . (9)

The electron energy change is then given by22

mc2 dγ/dt = e �VT · �ER = (eER0K/2γ) sinΦ (10)

where23

Φ =
2π z

λU
+

2π(z − ct)
λR

(11)

the FEL phase, is the relative phase of the electron oscillation in the undulator and24

the input wave.25

Assuming z = βzct we can evaluate the time derivative of the FEL phase26

dΦ

dt
=

2π cβz

λR

{
λR

λU
− 1 − βz

βz

}
. (12)

The energy exchange averages out to zero except when the derivative of the phase is27

zero or small. The phase is then constant or slowly changing while the electron moves28

through the undulator, as shown in Figure 7.29

The condition for constant phase requires that, when the electron moves ahead by30

one undulator period its oscillation phase changes by 2π, the electric field phase also31

changes by the same amount, or (λU/λR)(1− βz)/βz = 1. This is the same condition32

as obtained in (2) for spontaneous emission peak in the forward direction, θ = 0, and33

can also be written as in (4)34

λR = λU

(
1 + K2

)
/2γ2. (13)

We can use the condition of constant phase to define, for a given radiation wavelength,35

the resonant energy, as the electron energy for which (13) is satisfied, or36

γ2
R = λU

(
1 + K2

)
/2λR. (14)
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Fig. 7. The plane wave electric field component along the x-axis – red and blue vectors – is
parallel to the x component of the electron velocity. The electron trajectory in the undulator
magnetic field, pointing in the direction perpendicular to the x-z plane, is a sinusoid. The
z-axis is the undulator axis. In the case of the red electric vector the phase between the
electron transverse velocity and the electric field remains constant, giving a large electron
energy change. In the other case, blue vectors, the phase is changing and the average value
of the electron energy change is nearly zero.

Colson’s paper studies the electron energy change in the small signal case limit, as- 1

suming that the change in the radiation field amplitude is small and can be neglected 2

when solving the coupled system of equations (10) and (12). The change in the ra- 3

diation field energy is then assumed to be equal and opposite to that of the electron 4

beam. The last step is the evaluation of the gain G = ΔI/I, from the change of the 5

radiation field energy I. 6

In the small gain approximation, the electron dynamics in the combined field of 7

the undulator magnet and a plane wave co-propagating with the beam is the same 8

as that of an ensemble of pendulums. In fact linearizing equations (10), (12) and 9

introducing the new variables η = (γ − γR)/γR � 1, τ = 4π z/λU , the change in the 10

electron energy and FEL phase is described by [Colson 1977] 11

dη

dτ
= Ω2 sin Φ,

dΦ

dτ
= η (15)

where the small oscillation frequency is 12

Ω2 =
eAKλU

4πγ2
R

� 1. (16)

These equations are the same as that of a pendulum in a constant gravitational field. 13

The small amplitude frequency is proportional to the electric field amplitude. The 14

dynamics of the electron can be simply shown with a plot in the energy-phase plane. 15

The trajectories in this plane are shown in Figure 8. 16

Energy can be transferred from the electrons to the radiation field, or vice versa, 17

depending on the initial beam energy, or, more precisely, on the quantity 18

δ =
γ − γR

γR
(17)

called the detuning parameter. For δ = 0 the beam energy is such that the FEL phase 19

does not change, and the spontaneous radiation wavelength is exactly equal to the 20

radiation field wavelength. 21
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Fig. 8. Phase space plane for electrons in the combined undulator-radiation field potential.

Fig. 9. Evolution of a monochromatic electron beam in the undulator radiation field poten-
tial. Left plot: phase space change from the initial distribution, red line, to a point along the
undulator where the bunching factor is large. Right plot: average beam energy along the un-
dulator axis, z. Bottom plot: bunching factor evolution. The initial electron energy is smaller
than the resonant energy. The electrons gain energy along the undulator, corresponding to
negative gain, or electron acceleration.

The dependence of the gain on the detuning, and other undulator and electron1

beam parameters, for a monochromatic electron beam, is given by2

G0 = 4
√

2π2 λ3/2
r λ

1/2
U

K2

(! + K2)3/2

IP

IAΣ
N3

U F (4πNU (γ0 − γR) /γR) (18)

where IP is the peak electron beam current, Σ its transverse area and IA = ec/re ≈3

17 000 A is the Alfven current (re is the classical electron radius).4
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Fig. 10. The initial electron beam energy is larger than the resonant energy. Electrons
lose energy along the undulator and the radiation field intensity increases, corresponding to
positive gain, or electron deceleration. The evolution of the bunching factor is the same as
in the previous figure.

For a beam with an energy spread the gain function must be folded with the 1

electron energy distribution. If the energy distribution covers both sides, positive and 2

negative of the gain curve the result is zero or nearly zero. To have good gain the 3

energy spread must be smaller than the width of the gain curve, giving the condition 4

5
ΔE

E
<

1
NU

. (19)

This is the first example of the requirements that the electron beam must satisfy 6

for the FEL to have gain and work as a laser. By inspecting the gain formula (18) 7

one can also see that for the gain to be large enough to be of practical value the 8

ratio IP /Σ, which means the electron density, must also be large and remains so 9

when the electrons propagate through the undulator. This leads to a requirement of 10

focusing along the undulator and on the electron angular spread. We will discuss in 11

more detail the importance of these conditions in the next section on High Gain FELs, 12

and how they reflect on the accelerator chosen to generate the electron beam. 13

Madey’s group demonstrated the FEL feasibility in two experiments. The first 14

[Elias 1976], shown in Figure 6, used a 24 MeV electron beam from a superconducting 15

linear accelerator at Stanford, with current of 5 to 70 mA. The helical undulator had 16

a period of 3.2 cm and a length of 5.2 m. The radiation wavelength was 10.6 μm and 17

the single pass gain was as large as 7%. The second experiment [Deacon 1977], shown 18

in Figure 12, was an oscillator, at a wavelength of 3.4 μm, using the same helical 19

undulator surrounded by an optical cavity 12.7 m long and an electron beam energy 20

of 43 MeV. The cavity length is chosen so that the back and forth travel time of 21

the light pulse in the cavity is equal to the time separation between electron bunches 22

from the linac. The beam peak current was 2.6 A and the mirror cavity transmission 23

1.5%. When the current is increased near the maximum value, one observed a narrow 24

radiation line, with peak power of about 7 kW. 25

When the input signal is an external field the FEL is in an amplifier configuration. 26

The initial signal can also be the undulator radiation generated by the beam itself, in 27

which case the system is called a self amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) amplifier. 28

The oscillator can also start from the spontaneous radiation, or an external input. 29

As precursors to his own work Madey quotes the work of Motz already men- 30

tioned, and that of Pantell et al. [Pantell 1968] on stimulated Compton scattering. 31

Other physicists exploring similar ideas were Robert Palmer [Palmer 1972], Robinson 32

[Robinson 1985], whose paper was published posthumous, and Csonka [Csonka 1978a; 33

1978b]. 34
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5 The high gain theory and SASE1

Madey’s experiments had a great impact, attracting the attention of many people.2

By that time, the laser, based on population inversion and stimulated emission from3

atoms and molecules, had been invented and developed, starting from the late 1950s4

and the1960s [Bertolotti 2005; Zinth 2011]. Lasers operate mainly in the visible and5

infrared spectral region generating high peak (TW), and average (kW) power. They6

can generate femtosecond and even attosecond pulses. Extending their wavelength7

to the atomic scale, Angstrom, region is however, difficult, because of the very high8

pump power, scaling like the inverse of the fourth power of the photon frequency,9

needed to produce population inversion.10

The FELs, notwithstanding their larger size, cost and complexity, offer some ad-11

vantages over the atomic/molecular lasers: operation over a large wavelength range,12

ease of changing the wavelength, capability of very high average power, and a more13

favorable scaling for the gain at short wavelengths. Initially the main research empha-14

sis for FELs was the development of high average power, MW level, infrared systems15

for defense applications. Strong financial support was given in the US to this research16

as part of the Strategic Defense Initiative. A brief history of the FEL development17

for the Strategic Defense Initiative can be found in the report of a committee of the18

National Academy Press chaired By Katsouleas [Katsouleas 2009].19

In the late 1970s and early 1980s the FEL theory was developed beyond Madey’s20

small signal gain case. In the small signal case theory the electric field is kept cons21

tant during the interaction, and at the undulator exit the electron energy loss is22

given to the radiation field, the theory is not self consistent. The next step was to23

formulate a fully self-consistent theory, including the evolution of the electromagnetic24

field during the interaction, in a single undulator pass of the electron beam, so that the25

electromagnetic field changes together with the electron beam distribution [Kroll 1978;26

Sprangle 1980; Kondratenko 1980; Gover 1981; Dattoli 1981; Bonifacio 1982; 1984;27

Gea-Banacloche 1984; Sprangle 1985; Jerby 1985; Kim 1986a; Wang 1986; Bonifacio28

1987]. This analysis leads to some very interesting results. The most important is that29

beyond the small signal gain case there is a high gain regime where the electromagnetic30

field of the amplified radiation grows exponentially during one undulator pass, until31

it reaches a large saturation value.32

The paper by Saldin and Kondratenko [Kondratenko 1980] is an important contri-33

bution. In this paper it was considered, for the first time, the possibility of using the34

high gain regime, starting from spontaneous radiation, to reach saturation in a single35

pass infrared FEL, using low energy electron beams (a few to 10 MeV), eliminating36

the need of an optical cavity. This paper opened the possibility of using the same37

approach at shorter wavelengths, as we will discuss in the next sections. In a second38

paper [Derbenev 1982], in 1982, they again discussed the case of infrared FELs and39

considered the possibility of increasing the beam energy to about 1 GeV to produce40

soft X-rays.41

The one-dimensional high gain theory of a SASE-FEL developed by Bonifacio42

et al. [Bonifacio 1984] provides a very useful picture of the FEL process, describing43

all FEL physics, including the start from an external signal or from the spontaneous44

radiation noise, exponential gain length, saturation power and undulator saturation45

length, with one single quantity, the FEL parameter, ρ. This parameter is a function of46

the electron beam density and energy, and of the undulator period and magnetic field.47

Besides clarifying some of the fundamental physics of the system, it gives a simple48

way to evaluate and analyze the FEL characteristics on the back of an envelope.49

The exponential growth is due to a collective effect, a phenomenon of self-50

organization of the electron beam that leads from an initial state with a random51

longitudinal distribution of the electron beam to a state in which the electrons are52
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organized in micro-bunches separated by the radiation wavelength. In other words 1

it takes the electron beam from the case (b) considered before to case (c). If we 2

assume a long enough undulator and propagate an electron beam with the proper 3

characteristics through it, the electron beam longitudinal distribution evolves from 4

one which is random on the scale length of the radiation wavelength to one in which 5

the electron are distributed on parallel planes separated by one wavelength, a kind of 6

1-dimensional crystal. 7

The process occurs in three steps: 8

1. The interaction of the electrons with the electromagnetic wave in the undulator 9

creates an electron energy modulation on the scale of the radiation wavelength λ; 10

notice that the electromagnetic wave can be an external laser field, as in the 11

amplifier experiment discussed before, or a wave generated by the spontaneous 12

emission process. 13

2. The energy modulation leads to electron bunching, because electron with a larger 14

energy are less bent in the undulator magnetic field, and the length of their tra- 15

jectory is shorter than that of an electron with a smaller energy, as shown in 16

Figure 13. 17

3. A larger bunching factor B leads to higher EM field intensity; going back now to 18

step 1 we see that we have a system with positive feedback, generating a collective 19

instability. 20

The process can be completely characterized by the FEL parameter [Bonifacio 1984], 21

22

ρ =
(

K

4
Ωp

ωU

)2/3

(20)

where Ωp = (4π ne re c2/γ3) is the beam plasma frequency, ne is the electron bunch 23

density and ωU = 2πc/λU . The FEL parameter gives: 24

1. The gain length 25

LG = λU/4
√

π ρ (21)

characterizing the exponential growth of the radiation power PL = P0 exp(z/LG) 26

along the undulator axis, z. 27

2. The saturation power of the radiation field 28

PS = ρ EIP (22)

E being the electron beam energy and IP its peak current. Hence the FEL param- 29

eter gives the fraction of the beam power transferred to the radiation field. Since 30

the radiation pulse duration and the bunch duration are approximately equal, 31

ρ also measures the fraction of the beam energy given to the radiation field. 32

3. When the amplification noise starts from the spontaneous radiation the FEL pa- 33

rameter also gives the undulator length needed to reach saturation 34

LS ≈ 20LG ≈ λU/ρ (23)

a number of undulator periods about equal to the inverse of ρ. From (5) one can 35

also see that the FEL parameter gives the radiation pulse line width. Since the 36

number of undulator periods, and thus the undulator length, required to reach 37

saturation is of the order of ρ, it is necessary to have a system of practical utility 38

that the FEL parameters be larger than 1/10 000. 39

The analysis of the coupled system of the electromagnetic field and electrons moving 40

in the undulator field done in [Bonifacio 1984] can also be found in more details 41
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Fig. 11. The small signal gain curve, giving the gain amplitude as a function of, where δ is
the detuning parameter defined in (17). The gain can be positive or negative, energy can be
transferred from the electrons to the radiation or vice versa.

Fig. 12. Madey’s FEL oscillator configuration.

in reference [Murphy 1990]. It shows that the system can be unstable and exhibit1

exponential growth of the bunching factor B and of the radiation amplitude A2

B =
3∑

n=1

bn eiλnz, A =
3∑

n=1

an eiλnz (24)

where the quantities λn are a solution of the cubic equation3

λ3 − δμ2 + 2ρλ + 1 = 0. (25)

Exponential growth is obtained when the roots of the cubic equation are complex.4

For small values of the detuning the imaginary root is5

Im(μ) = 1/LG = 2
√

3 ρ/λU . (26)

The dependence of the imaginary part of the root on the detuning is shown in Fig-6

ure 14. The behavior is quite different from that of the small gain case, shown in (18)7

and in Figure 11. For a long undulator, where the term with the exponential growth8

dominates, there is always growth of the radiation intensity as long as the detuning9

is smaller than a critical value of the order of 2. For a short undulator the exponen-10

tially growing term does not dominate and all three roots contribute to the change in11

radiation intensity. This is the small signal case discussed before.12

The curve in Figure 14 gives us another important characteristic of an FEL oper-13

ating in the high gain regime, the gain bandwidth. The gain has a maximum for zero14

detuning and decreases when the detuning is larger or smaller than zero. Since the15

detuning is the relative change in the FEL frequency, from this curve we can obtain16

that the gain bandwidth is given once again by the FEL parameter.17
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Fig. 13. The sinusoidal trajectories of two electrons in the undulator magnetic field. The
black line is that of a low energy electron, and the red one that of a higher energy electron.

Fig. 14. The imaginary part of the root of the cubic equation as a function of the detuning.
From reference [48].

The dynamics of the system can be better understood by looking at the electron 1

phase space dynamics and bunching factor, as shown in Figure 15, and at evolution 2

of the bunching factor and the radiation field intensity along the undulator axis as 3

shown in Figures 16, 17. 4

These results are obtained integrating the 2Ne equations describing the electron 5

energy and phase change, together with two other equations describing the evolution 6

of the phase and amplitude of the electromagnetic field. The calculation is done using 7

normalized units: the length along the undulator is measured in units of the gain 8

length (21) and the power is normalized to the saturation power (22). The initial 9

condition is zero external electromagnetic field, and random electron distribution on 10

the scale of the wavelength. This initial noise is what generates the spontaneous 11

undulator radiation in the limit of a short undulator, short meaning that LU , the 12

undulator length, is smaller than the gain length. At the contrary, when LU � LG 13

the collective instability develops and the bunching and intensity grow exponentially 14
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Fig. 15. Phase space evolution in the SASE high gain regime for a beam with small initial
energy spread and random position distribution.

Fig. 16. Bunching factor growth along the undulator axis.

to saturation, which occurs in about ten gain lengths. This is the condition that we1

call Self Amplified Spontaneous Emission.2

The plot of the intensity in logarithmic scale in Figure 18 shows clearly the expo-3

nential gain region, followed by saturation.4

Typical values of ρ for X-ray FELs are 10−3−10−4. Using we can evaluate the5

number of coherent photons/electron in the radiation pulse at saturation: Nph ∼6

ρ E/Eph. For Eph = 10 keV, E = 15 GeV, ρ = 10−3, Nph ∼ 103, a gain of 5 orders of7

magnitude respect to the spontaneous radiation case.8

The exponential growth occurs, and the previous results are valid, if three condi-9

tions are satisfied:10

(a) the energy spread is smaller than the gain bandwidth,11

σE < ρ (27)
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Fig. 17. Intensity growth along the undulator axis.

Fig. 18. The intensity growth along the undulator in logarithmic scale.

given by the FEL parameter; the beam must be cold, its energy spread small 1

enough to avoid Landau damping of the instability; 2

(b) the radius and angular divergence of the electron and photon beams must be 3

matched to provide a good overlap and interaction between photons and electrons; 4

(c) the diffraction losses from the radiation beam be smaller than the FEL gain, 5

requiring that the radiation Rayleigh range be larger than the gain length, 6

ZR/LG > 1. 7

These conditions are very important. On one side they become more restrictive at 8

shorter wavelength. On the other side they tell us what are the characteristics needed 9

for the electron beam, and what kind of accelerator and electron source can be used. 10

As one can see from the definition of the FEL parameter, (20), the gain length is a 11

function of the electron density. A larger electron density gives a larger value the beam 12

plasma frequency and of the FEL parameter ρ. However the conditions just discussed 13

put also limitations on the electron beam energy and momentum, or angular, spread. 14
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This means that for an FEL to work we must require that its six-dimensional phase1

space density, the number of electrons divided by the six-dimensional phase space2

volume, V6 = xpx ypy zpz be large. Here z is the longitudinal coordinate along the3

undulator axis, and x, y are the two transverse coordinates.4

Neglecting collisions the electron-undulator-radiation field system is an5

Hamiltonian system and it follows from Liouville theorem [Liouville 1838] that its6

six-dimensional phase space density is an invariant. In most cases the three degrees7

of freedom are uncoupled and the three phase space areas Ax = xpx, Ay = ypy,8

Az = zpz are separately conserved and are used, together with the charge or number9

of electrons, to characterize an electron beam.10

In accelerator physics terminology the quantities that are used are called the nor-11

malized emittances, and are defined as the phase space area divided by mc, the elec-12

tron rest mass times the light velocity. For the transverse case13

εN,x =
Ax

mc
= xγ

dx

cdt
= γx

dx

dz
= γ x θ (28)

where θ is the angle between the velocity in the x-direction and the z-axis. A similar14

evaluation can be made for the other directions. In most cases of interest to us the x15

and y normalized emittances are about equal. For a single electron the minimum16

transverse phase space area is determined by the uncertainty principle and is given17

by half the reduced Compton wavelength λC¯ = �/mc = 3.87 × 10−13 m.18

Together with the normalized emittance another quantity commonly used is the19

emittance, the product of the transverse position and angular spread20

εx = εN,x/γ. (29)

The emittance is only a beam invariant when the energy is not changing.21

In the case of coherent photons, an ensemble of photons in the same state, the22

transverse phase space area is obtained again from the uncertainty principle as23

εphotons = xθ = λ/4π. (30)

Hence condition (b) discussed before can be written as24

εN,T /γ ≈ λ/4π. (31)

The most common unit for the emittance, or the normalized emittance is meters ×25

radians. In this paper we will refer to the emittance in meters, omitting the radians, as26

is done in the most recent literature. Of course the numerical value does not change.27

Condition (31), together with condition (27), put very stringent requirements28

on the electron beam needed to operate an FEL. As we already said, they become29

more restrictive at shorter wavelength. However, an analysis of the FEL scaling laws30

[Pellegrini 1988] in the high gain regime, using the scaling of the FEL parameter ρ and31

of the conditions (a), (b), (c) for lasing, shows that gain length scales like the square32

root of the wavelength, a weak dependence favoring the extension to short wavelength33

respect to other types of lasers. This result is quite different from Madey’s original34

scaling law and opens the way to X-ray FELs.35

Generating electron beams satisfying these conditions and giving an FEL parame-36

ter value near to 0.001 has been the great challenge of X-ray FELs, as we will discuss37

in the next sections. If they can be satisfied, the X-ray FEL intensity will grow expo-38

nentially to reach saturation. The result is that, while in the spontaneous radiation39

case the total intensity is proportional to the number of electrons, Ne, in the high40

gain case the total intensity is proportional to a power of Ne between 4/3 and 2. The41

number of electrons in a bunch is typically of the order of 109−1010, so the change42
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Fig. 19. Amplified signal output as a function of length along the undulator. The FEL
operates at a frequency of 34.6 GHz, and the input signal, provided by a magnetron, is
about 50 kW. From reference [Orzechowski 1985].

in intensity can be quite large. In fact the number of coherent photons emitted spon- 1

taneously by one electron going through an undulator is approximately given by the 2

fine structure constant, or about 10−2. When a high gain FEL reaches saturation the 3

number can be as large as 103–104 [Pellegrini 2001]. 4

The high gain exponential regime was first observed by a Lawrence Berkeley 5

National Laboratory-Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory group, led by Donald 6

Prosnitz, in 1985, at about 1 cm wavelength, with the radiation propagating in a 7

waveguide, using a 3.3 to 3.8 MeV electron beam from an induction linac [Orzechowski 8

1985]. The FEL reached saturation in about 1.3 m with an input signal of about 9

50 kW, as shown in Figure 19. The FEL showed exponential gain when starting from 10

spontaneous radiation noise, as shown in Figure 20. 11

The Berkeley-Livermore was very important. However, since the radiation was 12

propagated in a wave-guide, it did not provide a full test of the diffraction effects and 13

their consequences for an FEL. These effects are clearly more important at shorter 14

wavelengths, when the radiation is propagating in vacuum. The three dimensional 15

theory [Moore 1984; 1985; Scharlemann 1985; Kim 1986b; Krinsky 1987; Yu 1990] 16

included diffraction losses, and showed the existence of refractive and gain guiding 17

of the radiation. The guiding, first predicted theoretically by Moore [Moore 1984] 18

and Scharlemann et al. [Scharlemann 1985], is of critical importance for lasing. Since 19

diffraction is related to the electron beam radius, and the wavelength, lasing requires 20

the gain in a Rayleigh range to be larger than the diffraction losses, as stated before 21

in condition (c). 22

The last theoretical step needed was an understanding of the temporal structure of 23

the radiation pulse in a SASE amplifier. The structure, and the related bandwidth, is 24

due to the “slippage” effect. Because the photons move faster than the electrons, the 25

radiation emitted by one electron moves ahead, slips, by one wavelength per undulator 26
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Fig. 20. Power as a function of undulator length in the Self Amplified Spontaneous Emission
mode, starting from noise. From reference [Orzechowski 1985].

period, as one can see from (1). This means that for an undulator with NU periods,1

the radiation emitted by one electron only reaches electron ahead of it in a length2

S = λNU , the slippage length.3

The analysis [Bonifacio 1994] of the effect of slippage for an electron bunch of4

finite length, when the slippage effect cannot be neglected, shows that the interac-5

tion between the electrons is only effective over a cooperation length, the slippage6

in one gain length. In a 1-dimensional model the cooperation length can be written,7

using (21), as8

Lc =
λ

2
√

3 ρ
. (32)

When starting from noise, and since the initial noise varies along the bunch length,9

the output radiation pulse consists of a series of spikes of random intensity separated10

by a distance proportional to the cooperation length. While in the case of sponta-11

neous radiation the intensity along the pulse varies randomly in each wavelength, in12

the SASE case, at saturation, the interaction between electrons and their emitted ra-13

diation generates a number of spikes of random intensity and duration proportional to14
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Fig. 21. Temporal structure of a SASE pulse near saturation as a function of the electron
bunch length, from reference [Bonifacio 1994].

the cooperation length. The process and the output temporal structure of the X-ray 1

SASE pulse is shown in Figures 21 and 22. 2

The number of spikes in a pulse is given by the ratio of the bunch length to the 3

cooperation length. The intensity in each spike fluctuates from pulse to pulse and there 4

is no correlation between the phases of different spikes. The statistical distribution of 5

the total intensity, summed over all spikes, is given by a Gamma distribution function 6

[Saldin 1998]. The line width, in a SASE FEL, is inversely proportional to the spike 7

length, and not the bunch length. The width is of the order of the FEL parameter, ρ. 8

Hence a SASE radiation pulse is not Fourier transform limited, except for the case of 9

an electron bunch length shorter than the cooperation length, when a single spike is 10

produced. 11

6 Can we build an X-ray FEL? 12

Following Madey’s work, and while the FEL theory was being extended to the high 13

gain regime, other infrared FEL oscillators were built and used for research in con- 14

densed matter, chemistry and biology, taking advantage of their tenability, the capa- 15

bility to operate over a large range of wavelength. The question of whether it would 16

be possible to extend the FEL to the X-ray region was also being considered. The 17

existence of the high gain regime offered the possibility of large gain and of reaching 18

saturation in a single pass amplifier starting from spontaneous radiation, avoiding the 19

need for a low-loss optical cavity, which was unavailable at X-ray wavelengths. 20

Claudio Pellegrini became very interested in the possibility of exploiting the high 21

gain regime, studied in his work with Bonifacio and Lorenzo Narducci [Bonifacio 22

1984], to develop an X-ray free-electron laser. In 1985 James Murphy and Pellegrini 23

analyzed the use of a SASE-FEL single-pass amplifier starting from noise, inserted in 24

a storage ring, to produce soft X-rays [Murphy 1985a; 1985b]. The analysis used the 25

electron beam from a storage ring, the accelerator giving the greatest beam density 26

obtainable at that time. Detailed knowledge of the beam properties and limitations 27

in a storage rings had been obtained in the two previous decades from the work done 28

to build high luminosity electron-positron colliders. The beam current, energy spread 29

and phase space density were included in the analysis and evaluated including all 30

known effects. The main limitation to the FEL gain comes from the energy spread, 31

which is larger than 0.001 at a peak current of a few hundreds Amperes, while the 32

normalized beam emittance is a few times 10−6 m. The result was that, when using 33

a storage ring, the shortest FEL wavelength achievable is about 50 nm, a conclusion 34

still valid today. Similar results were obtained in other analyses of storage ring FELs 35

[Cornacchia 1986; Gover 1986]. 36
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Fig. 22. The intensity and temporal structure evolution of a SASE radiation pulse for the
LCLS case [Cornacchia 1998]. The random intensity fluctuation for a short undulator is that
of the spontaneous radiation, changing on the scale of the radiation wavelength. Because of
the FEL interaction the initial spikes coalesce in longer spikes, of length proportional to the
cooperation length.

An alternative to storage rings was needed to reach shorter wavelengths, and1

Pellegrini turned his attention to another high-energy accelerator, the linear acceler-2

ator [Pellegrini 1988]. In contrast to the storage ring case, the analysis showed that3

using a linear accelerator together with a new photo-injector electron source devel-4

oped at Los Alamos [Fraser 1986; 1987] by a group led by Richard Sheffield, it was5

possible to reach nanometer to Angstrom wavelengths. The new type of gun generated6
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an electron phase space density larger than any other gun existing at that time by at 1

least one order of magnitude. The possibility was further enhanced by Bruce Carlsten’s 2

idea of emittance compensation [Carlsten 1989] to generate the desired electron beam 3

characteristics, a gun peak current of about 100 A and a transverse normalized emit- 4

tance of a few times 10−6 m, compared to values of 10−5 to 10−4 common at that 5

time using thermionic guns. As an example the normalized emittance reported for the 6

SLAC linac in the Blue Book [Neal 1967] is about 2 × 10−3 m at a peak current of 7

3.8 mA, for away from what is needed for an X-ray FEL. 8

This work by the Los Alamos group attracted the attention of Robert Palmer and 9

Pellegrini, who, in 1987 had created at Brookhaven National Laboratory the Center for 10

Accelerator Physics, with a program of research in laser and other advanced methods 11

of acceleration, and FELs. The Center was supported by the Brookhaven laboratory 12

and by the DOE program for advanced accelerator physics and technology directed 13

by David Sutter, within the Office of High-Energy Physics. The central instrument 14

of the Center was a 60 MeV linac. A high brightness electron source generating an 15

electron beam with high current and high phase space density was needed to carry 16

out this program. After extensive discussions, Palmer and Pellegrini decided to base 17

the program on an S-band version, at 2.8 GHz, of the Los Alamos photo-injector 18

operating in L-band at the frequency of 1.3 GHz. 19

Batchelor [Batchelor 1988; Qiu 1996] and McDonald [McDonald 1988] led the 20

photoinjector design effort. While the gun was being developed, the exploration of the 21

possibility of building an X-ray FEL continued both at Brookhaven and at UCLA, 22

where Pellegrini moved in 1989. Here he continued his work on FELs with the support 23

of DOE and additional funding from UCLA. To provide an experimental test of the 24

high gain SASE theory he set-up a new laboratory, having as its main instrument a 25

low energy, 20 MeV, linac. The electron source was again an S-band photoinjector, 26

based on the Brookhaven design. This critical component was developed and built 27

under the direction of James Rosenzweig, who had just joined UCLA as an Assistant 28

Professor. 29

In 1990 Palmer and Gallardo organized a workshop at Sag Harbor to explore 30

again the feasibility of a 1 Å FEL [Gallardo 1990]. Two questions that were asked 31

to the participants: “What are the prospects for a 1 Å Free-Electron Laser? Can 32

we obtain electron sources bright enough to get down to the 1 Å region”? In the 33

workshop Pellegrini discussed the status of the research on short wavelength FELs, 34

including an analysis of the scaling laws, and showing that the FEL parameters, 35

and thus the gain length, scales like the square root of the wavelength, a weak and 36

favorable dependence [Pellegrini 1990]. His conclusions were: “The FEL in the SASE 37

regime offers an attractive route to an X-ray laser. To make this laser a reality it is 38

necessary to solve many problems; produce electron beams with very high quality and 39

refine the understanding of the physics of FELs. We also need to produce long, short- 40

period undulators with good field quality. To reach these goals we need an extensive 41

experimental and theoretical effort on electron guns, accelerators and FELs with a 42

number of intermediate steps that will take us from the present region of 240 nm, and 43

1 W to 0.1−1 nm and 1 GW”. 44

The physics and status of RF photoinjectors, which were identified as the more 45

promising system to reach the desired goals of beam transverse emittance, where 46

discussed at the workshop by Kim [Kim 1990]. In particular it was recognized that 47

the peak current and energy spread obtainable from RF photoinjectors, according to 48

the Los Alamos results at L band and the simulations for the S-band case, were much 49

superior to those obtainable in an electron storage ring, and satisfied the requirements 50

for an X-ray SASE-FEL. Kim also presented an analysis of the physics and technology 51

of RF photoinjectors, discussing methods to reduce the emittance blow-up due to 52

space-charge forces and RF curvature effects. 53
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Table 1. Assumed electron beam parameters in reference [Pellegrini 1992].

Normalized rms emittance, m 2.5 × 10−6

Peak current, A 2 000
Pulse duration, rms, ps 0.16
Relative energy spread, rms, % 0.04

Table 2. Parameters for a 4 nm FEL, from reference [Pellegrini 1992].

Electron energy, GeV 6
Undulator period, cm 6.8
Undulator field, T 0.63
Betatron Wavelength, m 10
FEL Parameter 0.002
Gain length, m 3.2
Raleigh range, m 1.6
Pulse length, rms, ps 0.16
Undulator saturation length, m 34
FEL Power, GW 24

At the same time, the work done at SLAC, by Bane, Seeman, Raubenheimer and1

others, to develop the SLAC linear electron-positron collider (SLC), demonstrated2

the feasibility of accelerating and compressing electron beams, to enhance the peak3

current to a few hundred amperes, without increasing the emittance [Bane 1987;4

Seeman 1991a; 1991b; Raubenheimer 1997].5

These theoretical, experimental and technological developments, hinted at the6

possibility of an X-ray FEL. Max Cornacchia and Herman Winick, from the Stanford7

Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) at SLAC, organized in 1992 a Workshop8

on Fourth Generation Light Sources [Cornacchia 1992], which provided a very good9

opportunity to review and discuss the progress in many areas of synchrotron radia-10

tion generation and the possibility of a significant step in their brightness and other11

characteristics. SSRL had been a pioneer in the use of an electron storage ring, the12

SPEAR electron-positron collider at SLAC, to generate and use synchrotron radia-13

tion in physics and chemistry. Cornacchia and Winick considered that the time was14

right to look beyond existing capabilities. In fact, at the workshop Pellegrini presented15

a seminal proposal to build a 0.1 to 1 nm SASE-FEL using the SLAC linac and a16

photoinjector [Pellegrini 1992].17

Madey and coworkers developed the FEL on the Stanford University campus in18

the 1970s. After that time other laboratories, like Los Alamos and Livermore National19

Laboratories, industries and universities had started high average power FELs pro-20

grams, mostly funded by the Strategic Defense Initiative program. Pellegrini’s group,21

first at Brookhaven National Laboratory and later at UCLA, was one of the few to22

concentrate its work on short wavelength, nanometer or sub-nanometers, FELs, for23

research use in physics, chemistry and biology, with funding from the High Energy24

Physics office of DOE for the development of high brightness electron beams. SLAC25

had remained out of the FEL research, also because most funds for this field came26

from military programs. There was however at SLAC a high energy linac, and the27

knowledge of beam physics relevant to the acceleration and compression of small emit-28

tance beams. These assets gave SLAC a unique position for the development of an29

X-ray FEL, and motivated Pellegrini’s choice to propose to build it there.30

The proposed parameters for the electron beam and a 4 nm FEL are shown31

in Tables 1 and 2, from [Pellegrini 1992]. The emittance assumed for the elec-32

tron gun was the major issue for the extension to 0.1 nm, as stated in Pellegrini’s33
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Table 3. The 4 nm FEL considered in the initial work of the design group.

Electron energy, GeV 3.5

Normalized rms emittance, m 3 × 10−6

Peak current, A 2500
Energy spread, rms, % 0.07
Undulator period, cm 5
Undulator field, T 0.8
FEL Parameter, 0.0008
Field gain length, m 5
Pulse length, rms, ps 0.16
Undulator saturation length, m 48
FEL peak power, GW 10

conclusions: “We have shown that using existing electron gun technology and the 1

SLAC linac one can build today a FEL in the water window, at about 4 nm. An 2

improvement in the gun emittance by a factor of three for the same longitudinal bril- 3

liance, would allow the extension of the system to 0.1 nm. In both cases the radiation 4

brightness far exceeds any other source existing or under construction, and would 5

open a completely new region of experimentation.” 6

It was generally acknowledged that the proposal was at the frontier of accelera- 7

tor physics and technology, and many scientists considered the requirements on the 8

electron beam, together with the needed undulator magnetic field tolerances and 9

electron beam alignment, as practically impossible to achieve. It was also well un- 10

derstood that extrapolating the SASE theory from the centimeter wavelength of the 11

Livermore experiment [Orzechowski 1985], or from the low gain infrared oscillators, to 12

the Ångstrom region, was risky. However Herman Winick, Arthur Bienenstock, then 13

the director of the synchrotron radiation laboratory at SLAC, Burton Richter, then 14

the director of SLAC, and some other scientists saw the great potential impact of an 15

X-ray FEL on all field of atomic and molecular science. Winick took the initiative 16

to form a study group comprised mostly of SLAC scientists, together with Pellegrini 17

and some other people, to develop the concept, analyze the critical R&D issues, and 18

prepare an initial design of an X-ray FEL. The first meeting of the study group was 19

held very soon after the workshop, on March 18, 1992. The memorandum with the 20

minutes of the first meeting and the study group members, are shown in Figures 23 21

and 24. 22

The study group held regular meetings, mostly at SLAC and some at UCLA. 23

Initially it concentrated its efforts on a 2 to 4 nm FEL, the so-called water window 24

wavelength range, considered to be a safer initial step toward the Angstrom region. 25

The work was summarized in a paper presented at the August 1992 International 26

FEL conference, held in Kobe, Japan [Pellegrini 1993]. The FEL main characteristics 27

presented in this paper are given in Table 3. 28

In April it was considered to submit a proposal for a 2 to 4 nm FEL to the US 29

Department of Energy for construction starting in 1995, and development work to be 30

done between 1992 and 1995. The name LCLS, introduced by Winick, appears for the 31

first time in a memorandum dated June 13, 1992. 32

A workshop on “Scientific applications of short wavelengths coherent light 33

sources”, chaired by William Spicer and co-chaired by John Arthur and Herman 34

Winick, was also organized for October 1992. One of the main applications consid- 35

ered for the water window FEL was X-ray microscopy of biological cells, a field that 36

had seen a considerable development in the 1980s [Jacobsen 1998]. However many sci- 37

entists participating in the workshop expressed a strong concern about the practicality 38

of the X-ray FEL. The main concern was that the very high X-ray intensity would 39
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Fig. 23. Minutes of the first meeting of the X-ray FEL study group.

blow-up any sample on the beam path, making it impossible to obtain useful data,1

contrary to what happens in a storage ring based synchrotron radiation source, were2

the intensity of each pulse is low, the sample can survive essentially unchanged, and3

data from many exposure can be accumulated at the very high repetition rate of the4

ring, in the MHz range.5

The combined skepticism of many X-ray and FEL scientists on the practicality6

and feasibility of the X-ray FEL project was a high hurdle to overcome, and made7

very difficult to obtain support from funding agencies, as we will see later in this8

paper.9

In any case the study group continued its work and later on, in November 20, 2110

of the same year, it presented its results to a technical review committee, chaired by11
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Fig. 24. The list of the first members of the study group.

Ilan Ben Zvi. The other committee members were Joseph Bisognano, Luis Elias, John 1

Goldstein, Brian Newnam, Kem Robinson, Andrew Sessler and Richard Sheffield. The 2

review committee was impressed with the possibility of making a large leap down in 3

FEL wavelength. Their main conclusion was that there is no physical principle saying 4

that the device would not work. However there where a few uncertainties on some 5

beam parameters, and R&D was needed and recommended in some critical areas, in 6

particular the electron source emittance and longitudinal pulse compression, defining 7

the electron density and peak current, and the beam alignment in the undulator 8

system and strategy, since the tolerances were estimated to be of the order of 20 μm. 9

In August 1993 SLAC, Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and UCLA formed 10

a collaboration to further develop the electron gun, using a common photoinjector 11

design, and reduce the emittance by a factor of two to three, as required to reach the 12

1 Å wavelength. 13

In the mean time the construction of a 4.5 MeV photoinjector gun, based on the 14

Brookhaven design, was completed at UCLA and first measurements of the emittance 15

were reported in 1994 [Hartemann 1994]. 16

As part of the collaboration Winick proposed, successfully, to build a Gun Test 17

Facility (GTF) at SLAC, in addition to the work already underway at Brookhaven 18

and UCLA. The GTF was located in an existing vault at SLAC, next to the elec- 19

tron storage ring SPEAR, where electrical and other utilities, radiation shielding and 20

radio-frequency power were already available. The accelerator was a 3 m S-band linac 21

section. The test facility was built and commissioned by John Schmerge and James 22

Weaver. David Reis and David Meyerhofer, from the University of Rochester, devel- 23

oped the photoinjector laser. Roger Miller and Dennis Palmer developed an improved 24

gun design, called the Next Generation Photoinjector [Palmer 1998]. A drawing of 25

the new gun is shown in Figure 25. The BNL-SLAC-UCLA collaboration completed 26

the design and fabricated four copies of this gun. Four of these guns were machined 27

at UCLA and then brazed and cold tested at SLAC. High power testing proceeded 28
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Fig. 25. Drawing of the third generation photo-injectors developed by the BNL-SLAC-
UCLA collaboration.

at the GTF in 1996 and 1997. Two of the guns were used at Brookhaven National1

Laboratory, a third went to UCLA and the fourth was characterized in detail at the2

GTF. Measurements of the normalized emittance, of about 10−6 m, with this gun3

were reported in 1997 [Palmer 1997].4

The next generation gun generated beams with a smaller emittance than the5

original S-band Brookhaven gun. It was used in the experiments, discussed in the next6

section, demonstrating the SASE High Gain FEL theory, and thus gave an important7

contribution to the development of X-ray FELs. Even if it did not achieve the beam8

quality needed for 1 Å, it was also instrumental in showing how to design and build9

the LCLS electron gun, which reached the desired emittance values, and allowed to10

successfully generate coherent hard X-ray photons. The results obtained with the11

GTF gun and the development of the LCLS gun are reviewed and summarized in12

reference [Dowell 2008].13

The work of the design group for an FEL conceived to operate in the water window14

(2–4 nm) or shorter wavelengths was presented at several conferences and workshops15

[Pellegrini 1994; Winick 1994; Travish 1995].16

The response of the US Department of Energy to the LCLS collaboration request17

of funding for the development of the project was to ask the USA National Research18

Council (NRC) to review the status of FELs and recommend a course of action. The19

NRC formed a “Committee on Free Electron Lasers and Other Advanced Coherent20

Light” that issued his report in 1994 and gave a negative recommendation for the21

development of X-ray FELs [Levy 1994].22

The report recommendations were:23

1. Scientific opportunities and the use of coherence in the X-ray spectral region should24

be explored initially by the use of existing and planned synchrotron sources.25
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2. The research and development necessary for the possible construction of an X-ray 1

free electron laser should be supported. The goals of this research and development 2

should be improving the technology and lowering the cost. 3

3. Research and development on other advanced coherent X-ray sources should con- 4

tinue to be supported. One of the goals of this research and development should 5

be the production of devices of appropriate size and cost to be useful for scientific 6

research on a departmental or individual-investigator scale. 7

4. Construction of an X-ray free electron laser user facility should not be undertaken 8

at the present time. 9

Another workshop on “Scientific Applications of Coherent X-rays” was organized in 10

1994, chaired by Arthur, Materlik and Winick, and it provided much needed scientific 11

support for the an X-ray FEL at SLAC [Arthur 1994]. The executive summary, pre- 12

pared by Birgenau, Fadley and Materlik, states: “Finally a comment on the economic 13

aspects of the proposed project is appropriate. The chance to build this source at 14

SLAC seems to be unique worldwide. A section of the operational linac and existing 15

buildings can be used. This would probably reduce the capital investment by about 16

80% of the total cost as compared to building such a source from scratch. Machine 17

experts have pointed out that additional R&D efforts would be needed to get from the 18

original 40 A project study (feasible with present electron gun and linac technology) 19

to a 1.5 Å, LCLS; however, no insurmountable problems are foreseen with this. This 20

workshop and its predecessor have thus shown that a wide variety of new and exciting 21

experimental possibilities in physics, chemistry, materials science, and biology would 22

be opened up by an LCLS. Such an X-ray laser should in fact lead to the same sort of 23

revolutionary developments in X-ray studies of matter that was produced in optical 24

studies by the introduction of the visible/UV laser.” 25

An additional important development was the beginning of the interest in X-ray 26

FELs at the DESY laboratory in Hamburg. Bjorn Wiik was on sabbatical at SLAC 27

during 1992. During his stay at SLAC he was informed by Herman Winick of the 28

work being done on LCLS, and was present at the first LCLS review in November 29

1992. After the review he went back to DESY and he became the laboratory director 30

in January 1993. Later Wiik and scientists in the DESY synchrotron radiation lab- 31

oratory (HASYLAB), like Gerhard Materlik, became interested in the possibility of 32

building an X-ray FEL as part of the electron-positron linear collider project, TESLA, 33

being developed at DESY, using superconducting linear accelerators. A 1 GeV super- 34

conducting linac TESLA Test Facility (TTF) was being built at DESY to develop 35

superconducting radio frequency technology for TESLA [Edwards 1995] and could be 36

also used for a soft X-ray FEL. Joerg Rossbach was asked to lead the design and de- 37

velopment of a VUV FEL [TESLA 1995; Rossbach 1996], a project that led eventually 38

to the FLASH Soft X-ray FEL. 39

Even if the National Research Council report on FELs did not support funding the 40

development of an X-ray FEL, the work by the Winick study group continued, with 41

support from SSRL/SLAC, UCLA and some other groups. The interest moved back 42

from the water window FEL to shorter wavelength, about 1.5 Å, that attracted more 43

support from X-ray scientists. The study group was followed near the end of 1995 by 44

a design group, under the direction of Cornacchia, that produced a full conceptual 45

design report of the system [Cornacchia 1998], and extended the operating wavelength 46

to 0.15–1.5 nm. 47

The conceptual design report study group included scientists from Lawrence 48

Livermore Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, UCLA, Lawrence Berkeley 49

National Laboratory, the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, the University of 50

Rochester, the University of Milan, and DESY. The full list of names is found in 51

[Cornacchia 1998]. 52
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A committee, chaired by Joseph Bisognano of Lawrence Berkeley laboratory, and1

including Gerd Materlik and Joachim Pflueger from DESY, reviewed the conceptual2

design report in November 1997. The committees report was complimentary of the3

way the study was making progress, and provided useful comments and suggestions4

for further work.5

A new panel to evaluate the status and future developments of synchrotron radi-6

ation facilities in the United States was called by the Basic Energy Science division7

of the US Department of Energy in 1997. The panel was chaired by Robert Birgenau,8

and gave its recommendation in January 1998 [Birgenau 1997]. The work done by9

Cornacchia’s LCLS design team and that of the groups working on photoinjector gun10

development and other aspects of the electron beam dynamics, was important for the11

panel deliberations. For the first time the report included among the top priorities the12

funding of R&D for LCLS. It also discussed in the final recommendations the priorities13

for the R&D effort: “The R&D plan should emphasize small experiments establishing14

the capability of reaching the electron beam quality necessary for an X-ray FEL. The15

laser-driven photocathode gun, electron pulse compression in the accelerator, electron16

pulse transport in the undulator, and SASE experiments at longer wavelengths are17

all-important technologies. Building a prototype FEL at longer wavelengths is not as18

important as understanding the basic physics for the 1 Å FEL. The decision for a19

start date on an X-ray FEL would depend on the success of these small experiments.20

The research should be a national effort involving universities and national laborato-21

ries. The actual distribution of research funds and schedule should be determined by22

another panel made up of potential users, accelerator and FEL physicists.”23

7 Early SASE experiments24

At this stage, the theoretical and design work needed more experimental data verifying25

the SASE-FEL theory in all its aspects, including diffraction effects and the tempo-26

ral spiky structure with the associated intensity fluctuations, and more data on beam27

brightness obtainable from photo-injectors. The work done by the LCLS collaboration28

had raised much interest in SASE-FELs, and other groups outside the collaboration29

started experimental work in this area. Two more experiments in the microwave re-30

gion [Kirkpatrick 1989; Lefreve 1999] confirmed the initial Berkeley-Livermore results31

[Orzechowski 1985] on exponential gain. However it was important to demonstrate32

high gain at shorter wavelengths and for radiation propagating in vacuum instead33

of a waveguide. The first evidence of high gain starting from noise in the infrared34

spectral regions was obtained at the Laboratoire de l’Acceleratuer Lineaire at Orsay35

[Prazeres 1997] and at Brookhaven National Laboratory [Babzien 1998]. The first36

detailed measurements of the high-gain SASE regime, including the statistical inten-37

sity fluctuations characterizing the process, were made in the infrared region of the38

spectrum at UCLA by a group formed by scientists at UCLA and at the Kurcha-39

tov Institute in Moscow, led by Pellegrini, Rosenzweig and Alexander Varfolomeev,40

demonstrating exponential gain over four gain lengths, in a 60-cm-long undulator, at41

a wavelength of 16 μm [Hogan 1998]. The undulator used in this experiment is shown42

in Figure 26.43

The measured intensity and intensity fluctuations are shown in Figures 27 and 28.44

In this experiment, done with a fixed undulator length, the intensity is measured45

as function of the electron charge and current, thus changing the gain length, while46

keeping the undulator length fixed. The fluctuations are measured by selecting events47

with a well-defined and restricted range of electron bunch parameters. The experiment48

utilized a 20 MeV linac built at UCLA and an undulator magnet built by Alexander49

Varfolomeev’s group. [Varfolomeev 1995].50
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Fig. 26. The 60 cm long, K = 1, period 1.5 cm, undulator used for the first UCLA SASE
experiment. The undulator was built at the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow, by the group
led by Alexander Varfolomeev.

Fig. 27. First harmonic, coherent IR intensity versus charge. The vertical bars are the
standard deviation for the intensity fluctuations. For comparison the effect of beam charge
and radius uncertainties is 9% or a standard deviation of 4 mV at 0.56 nC. The straight
line is the calculated spontaneous emission intensity while the curved line is a fit to the data
I = 1.85Q exp(4.4Q1/3). The three diamonds at 0.2, 0.4, 0.56 nC are the normalized results
of simulations with the code Ginger.
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Fig. 28. Intensity distribution of the IR and background signals for a mean charge Q =
0.56 nC, standard deviation of 0.007 nC, IR mean = 78 mV, standard deviation = 14.3 mV;
background mean = 18.7 mV, standard deviation = 9.1 mV.

Fig. 29. Measured average FEL output energy (nJ) compared to Gingersimulations for
different electron beam peak currents. From reference [Hogan 1998b].

A much larger gain, 3× 105 at 12 μm, was obtained in the same year by a UCLA-1

Kurchatov Institute-LANL-SLAC collaboration, using a 2-m-long undulator [Hogan2

1998b] and an existing Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) linac. The results3

are shown in Figures 29 and 30. This was an important and timely experiment. As4

we will see later it played a critical role in obtaining the initial financial support for5

LCLS. It demonstrated the capability of a single pass, high gain SASE-FEL, and6

its advantages over other short wavelength electromagnetic radiation sources. Saldin7

and his group [Saldin 1999] independently analyzed the experimental data from this8

experiment, fully confirming the agreement between the experiment, the theory and9

the simulations.10
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Fig. 30. Measured output intensity fluctuations for individual 2 nC micropulses compared
to the predicted gamma distribution function. From reference [Hogan 1998b].

Other theoretical predictions, like the characteristic electron beam microbunch- 1

ing induced by the FEL collective instability, were also measured directly in this 2

experiment [Tremaine 1998] observing coherent transition radiation. One other exper- 3

iment, at infrared wavelength, by a Los Alamos group, followed shortly after [Nguyen 4

1998]. 5

The analysis of these experiments, and other experiments to follow, was much 6

helped by the developments of numerical simulation codes which included all the 7

known FEL physics and also a realistic representation of the electron beam properties 8

and its six-dimensional phase space distribution. Particularly important were the 9

codes Ginger, developed by Fawley [Fawley 2001], and Genesis, developed by Reiche 10

[Reiche 1999]. By allowing the evaluation of the effect of a realistic electron beam, of 11

diffraction and of temporal spiking effects, these codes have been instrumental also 12

in the design of LCLS and other short wavelength FELs. 13

After these experiments the only missing part for a full test of the theory was 14

reaching saturation, that was expected to occur around a gain thirty times larger 15

than that obtained in the UCLA-Kurchatov-LANL-SLAC experiment. 16

In 2000 and 2001, three SASE-FELs reached saturation with gain larger than 17

107: LEUTL, at Argonne, at 530 and 320 nm in a 20-m-long undulator [Milton 2000; 18

2001; Andruszkow 2000]; VISA, a BNL-SLAC-LLNL-UCLA collaboration, in a 4-m- 19

long undulator at 800 nm [Tremaine 2001; Murokh 2003]; and TTF at DESY, at 20

92 nm, the shortest wavelength at that time for an FEL, with a 15-m long undulator 21

[Ayvazyan 2002]. All the data obtained in these experiments agree well with the 22

theoretical predictions on exponential growth, intensity fluctuations, saturation, and 23

dependence on electron beam parameters. The intensity and gain measurements for 24

these experiments are shown in Figures 31–33. These results, at different wavelengths, 25

from the visible to the UV, strongly support the validity of the FEL SASE theory 26

and the feasibility of an X-ray FEL. They also provide very useful and important 27

experience for the design and construction of short wavelength FELs. 28

Another line of development for short wavelengths FELs, based on the use of har- 29

monics, was also being studied. The micro bunching produced in an FEL is rich in 30

harmonics, making possible to generate and amplify harmonics of the fundamental 31

radiation wavelength [Boscolo 1982; Murphy 1985; Huang 2000]. Harmonics amplifica- 32

tion in SASE FELs was measured following the first high gain experiment [Tremaine 33

2002a; 2002b]. 34
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Fig. 31. Intensity as a function of distance along the undulator, under various electron
beam conditions. (A) 530-nm saturated conditions. (B) 530-nm unsaturated conditions. (C)
385-nm saturated conditions. The solid curves represent GINGER simulation results. From
reference [Milton 2001].

Fig. 32. Average radiation pulse energy (solid circles) and rms energy fluctuations in the
radiation pulse (empty circles) as a function of the active undulator length. The wave-
length is 98 nm. Circles: experimental results. Curves: numerical simulations. From reference
[Ayvazyan 2002].
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Fig. 33. Measured SASE intensity evolution along the undulator length and numerical
simulations (gray lines are the rms boundaries of the set of GENESIS runs). The amplification
curve yields a power gain length of 17.9 cm and saturates near the undulator exit. From
reference [Murokh 2003].

The possibility of using harmonics to operate the FEL at short wavelengths using 1

a cascade of undulators tuned at the fundamental and its harmonics, and an input 2

seed laser signal to modulate the beam energy at a wavelength which is a multiple 3

of the final one, was considered by Bonifacio and his group [Bonifacio 1990]. The 4

beam energy modulation is transformed into a longitudinal density modulation, taking 5

advantage of the difference in path length, in a magnetic field, for electrons of different 6

energies. Yu and collaborators [Yu 1991; 2000a] developed another method, High 7

Harmonics High Gain (HGHG) FELs, of using harmonics, sub-harmonics seeding 8

and high gain for short wavelength FEL. This approach was developed and tested 9

initially at Brookhaven [Ben Zvi 1991; Yu 2000b; 2003], and was later considered by 10

many other groups for the design of seeded soft X-ray FELs. This concept is used in 11

the design of the Fermi@Elettra soft X-ray FEL [Allaria 2006], now in operation at 12

the Trieste Synchrotron Laboratory. 13

These systems do not relax the electron beam phase-space density requirements 14

needed to reach a given wavelength, but offer the advantage of a reduced line-width 15

and the absence of spiking, yielding an improved longitudinal coherence, in some cases 16

approaching a few times the transform limit. However, their realization becomes more 17

complicated if the FEL wavelength is a large harmonic of the input signal used to 18

start the process, and might be problematic at wavelength of about 1 nm or shorter. 19

8 LCLS: The first hard X-ray FELs 20

The years 1998–1999 were very important for X-ray FEL development. The Los 21

Alamos-UCLA-Kurchatov-SSRL experiment, the first to demonstrate large gain 22

[Hogan 1998] for a SASE amplifier, gave much needed support to the LCLS project. 23

The LCLS design study group, led by Max Cornacchia, completed and published the 24

LCLS Conceptual Design Report [Cornacchia 1998] in December 1998. The report 25

addressed all the important issues about the feasibility of a 1.5 to 15 Å FEL. It pro- 26

posed a 3 years construction schedule starting in 2001, with focused R&D during 1999 27

and 2000. 28

The Basic Energy Science division of the US Department of Energy (DOE) formed 29

a new panel, chaired by Stephen Leone, to consider again the question of the devel- 30

opment and construction of coherent light sources, following the previous Birgenau 31
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report. The charge to the panel was given in a letter to Leone in September 1998: “we1

would like your panel to address two primary questions:2

(1) What new science will be enabled by novel coherent light sources? Besides the3

obvious increases in brightness there are fundamental differences in peak intensity4

and coherence properties between the second and third generation synchrotron5

sources and the envisioned new light sources. How can the high intensities, coher-6

ence, and temporal properties of novel sources be utilized to provide new probes7

of matter using photons? In what fields will the new light sources have the most8

significant impact?9

(2) Given the present state of science and technology, what might be a reasonable10

research and development plan for novel coherent light sources in the next five11

years? How would such sources be configured (individual laboratories, modest12

user centers, large-scale facilities, etc.) and how might they serve the potential13

user community?”14

The panel organized a workshop at Gaithersburg, Maryland, in January 1999.15

Cornacchia presented the work of the Design Study Group and Pellegrini presented16

the results of the large gain Los Alamos-UCLA-Kurchatov-SSRL experiment. These17

elements played an important role in the deliberation of the Panel [Leone 1999], which18

recommended, for the first time, to DOE to support the development of X-ray FELs:19

“. . . DOE should pursue the development of coherent light source technology in the20

hard X-ray region as a priority. This technology will most likely take the form of21

a linac-based free electron laser device using self-amplified stimulated emission or22

some form of seeded stimulated emission. . .23

. . . Provisional support should be provided for a highly focused and fiscally respon-24

sible set of investigations to determine the feasibility and design of a 1.5 Å coherent25

light source, . . .26

. . . LANL (together with UCLA, SSRL, and the RRC-Kurchatov Institute) has27

been a major player in proving SASE at the 12 micron level, which was crucial to28

the X-FEL development.”29

Another important element for the positive recommendation was the report, “The30

First Experiments” [Gopal 2003], by a group led by Gopal Shenoy and Joachim Stohr,31

showing the great scientific interest and unique capabilities of LCLS.32

DOE accepted the Leone’s Panel recommendation and provided initial funding for33

R&D and to prepare a Conceptual Design Report by 2001. This was a very important34

moment in the history of LCLS and in general of X-ray FELs. Argonne National Lab-35

oratory joined the collaboration In December 1998 and Brookhaven National Labora-36

tory joined in April 1999. The initial funding was divided between the six institutions37

now forming the LCLS collaboration: SLAC, $800 000, UCLA $214000, Livermore38

$185 000, Argonne $ 165 000, Brookhaven $75 000, Los Alamos $ 60 000. The distri-39

bution between the several R&D areas is shown in Figure 34. Part of the funding for40

SLAC, UCLA and Brookhaven was used for the preparation of the VISA SASE FEL41

experiment, discussed before, that reached saturation in 2001. Livermore received42

support for the development of X-ray optics, Argonne for the undulator magnet. The43

largest amount was dedicated to the photoinjector work, as always recognized to be44

a critical element for the success of the project.45

A more formal project management structure was created, with Cornacchia as46

the project leader reporting to Keith Hodgson, the chair of the Synchrotron Radia-47

tion Laboratory at SLAC. A Scientific Advisory Committee for LCLS, with Joachim48

Stohr and Gopal Shenoy co-chairs, was also created. In addition to overseeing the49

project development and the FEL R&D, another very important task was the prepa-50

ration of the LCLS scientific program. The Scientific Advisory Committee received51
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Fig. 34. The distribution of R&D funds, as presented by Cornacchia to the SLAC Scientific
Policy Committee in April 1999, based on the funding proposed by the Leone’s Panel.

experimental proposals using the LCLS novel properties, such as the coherence, large 1

peak power, short sub-picosecond pulses, by several groups of X-ray scientists. The 2

proposals are described in the report “LCLS, the first experiments” [Gopal 2003]. At 3

the end six major areas of research, called the six experiments, were identified, and 4

presented to a DOE Basic Energy Science Advisory Committee in October 2000. 5

The main areas identified for initial research are: Atomic Physics Experiments; 6

Plasma and Warm Dense Matter Studies; Structural Studies on Single Particles and 7

Biomolecules; Femtochemistry; Studies of Nanoscale Dynamics in Condensed Matter 8

Physics; FEL Physics and Development. 9

It was also clear that the LCLS was quite different from storage ring based syn- 10

chrotron radiation sources, and that it would be important to move ahead to X-rays 11

pulses shorter than the design 230 fs, and also to control the pulse intensity and dura- 12

tion to optimize each experiment. Given the strong connection between the X-ray laser 13

characteristics and the experimental program another workshop, “Physics of, and Sci- 14

ence with X-ray FELs”, was organized at Arcidosso, in Ialy in September, 2000, bring- 15

ing together the scientists working on the generation of coherent X-rays with those 16

preparing to use them in the six experimental areas just mentioned [Chattophadyay 17

2001]. 18

After giving a very important contribution to the X-ray laser development, as 19

one of the leaders of the VISA experiment and leader of the Design Study group, 20

Cornacchia left LCLS in the middle of 1999 and retired from SLAC a few years later. 21

Ewan Paterson took over the position while a search for a new project leader was 22

ongoing. The position was given to John Galayda, who had already successfully lead 23

the construction of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne, and moved to SLAC to 24

be the LCLS project manager in April 2001. 25

A new LCLS Conceptual Design Report was completed in 2002 [LCLS 2002]. 26

By this time, the three SASE-FEL experiments mentioned before, [Milton 2000; 27

Andruszkow 2000; Tremaine 2001], had reached saturation giving theoretical and 28

experimental support and other useful information for the LCLS development. 29
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Fig. 35. LCLS schematic. The last km of the SLAC linac is used to accelerate the beam
from the photo-injector to about 14 GeV, and compress the bunch to a length of about
30 μm or shorter.

Following the presentation of the Conceptual Design Report, DOE provided fund-1

ing for engineering development. The project was well on its way to the construction2

stage and to completion and first lasing at 1.5 Å by the spring of 2009.3

During the LCLS engineering and construction period, the Tesla Test Facility FEL,4

now called FLASH, the soft X-ray FEL at DESY, increased the beam energy to about5

1 GeV and decreased the lasing wavelength, finally reaching 6.5 nm in 2007 [Faatz6

2009]. Experiments at FLASH started in 2005, and have since generated many exciting7

results. One example is the coherent diffraction imaging experiment [Chapman 2006],8

using a 32 nm, 25 fs, 20 μJ pulse without damaging the sample, opening the way to9

the more recent experiments on nano-crystals and viruses at SLAC.10

The construction of the LCLS accelerator-undulator system and part of the X-ray11

experimental facilities and diagnostics were completed in the spring of 2009. Two other12

national laboratories, Argonne and Lawrence Livermore, participated in the project.13

Argonne was given the responsibility for the undulator construction. Livermore was14

responsible for the X-ray instrumentation and diagnostics following the undulator.15

SLAC, on whose campus LCLS is located, had the responsibility for the overall design,16

construction and integration of the system, including the instrumentation and facility17

for experiments using the X-ray photons. John Galayda has been the project manager18

during the final design, construction and commissioning effort, from 2001 to 2009.19

A schematic view of the LCLS on the SLAC campus is shown in Figure 35 and the20

main electron beam, undulator and X-ray pulse characteristics are given in Table 4.21

The electron source is a photo-injector, an improved version of the BNL/SLAC/UCLA22

design [Palmer 1997], producing a beam with a record breaking normalized emittance,23

0.4×10−6 m at a charge of 0.4 nC, and as low as 0.15×10−6 m at 0.02 nC. The original24
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Table 4. LCLS initial experimental characteristics.

Electron beam
Energy, Gev 13.6 13.6
Bunch charge, pC 250 20
Normalized emittance, mm mrad 0.5 0.14
Peak current, kA 3 3
Relative energy spread, % 0.01 0.01
Undulator
Period, cm 3 3
Undulator parameter 3.5 3.5
Length, m 130 130
X-ray characteristics
Wavelength, nm 0.15 0.15
Peak Power, GW 20 25
Gain length, m 3.3 3.3
Pulse length, rms, fs 60 <10
Line width, % 5 × 10−4 2 × 10−4

design goals were a transverse emittance of about 1 mm mrad at a charge of 1 nC. 1

Research and development work done at the Gun Test Facility at SLAC [Schmerge 2

1999], pointed to some relevant technical improvements that were added to the design. 3

David Dowell, who had joined the LCLS group in 2001, led the final injector design 4

and construction, including the gun and the initial linac sections accelerating the beam 5

to an energy of about 150 MeV with a peak current of 100 A at 1 nC charge. The 6

injector was optimized for space charge effect reduction and to provide the emittance 7

needed to fully satisfy the LCLS requirements [Alley 1999; Ferrario 2000]. 8

After the injector the electron bunch is compressed twice during the acceleration to 9

reach a peak current of 3 kA, while preserving the transverse phase-space and keeping 10

the electron relative energy spread at a value of 10−4 or better. The bunch compressors 11

consist of a series of magnetic chicanes, producing an electron path length depending 12

on the electron energy. The electron energy distribution is made a linear function of its 13

longitudinal position in the accelerator radio frequency system. When the beam is run 14

through the magnetic chicanes the head particle is delayed respect to the tail particle, 15

reducing the bunch length. The system has been designed and located so that the 16

nonlinearities in the compression and acceleration process (due to longitudinal wake- 17

fields, radio-frequency voltage curvature, and second order momentum compaction) 18

are approximately compensated. A small X-band radio-frequency cavity is also used 19

prior to the first compressor to linearize and stabilize the system [see LCLS 2002, 20

p. 7-1 and following]. 21

Even if the initial design called for a 1 nC charge, the injector was designed with 22

the flexibility to operate at lower charges [see LCLS 2002, p. 7-1 and following], 23

making good use of progress in the radio frequency control system. The study of the 24

emittance and current scaling with the electron bunch charge [see LCLS 2000, p. 6-3], 25

and the development of advanced simulation techniques to follow the electron beam 26

during the generation, acceleration, compression process, and the radiation pulse in 27

the FEL process, gave the possibility of examining in detail the optimum choice of 28

the electron bunch charge for LCLS [Borland 2002]. In fact a detailed analysis, based 29

on the scaling laws and a consideration of collective, high intensity, effects in the gun 30

and during acceleration and bunch compression, led to the conclusion that a smaller 31

charge, 250 pC, was a better choice [Reiche 2002]. 32

Collective, high intensity effects can degrade the beam quality, and much care 33

has been taken in the LCLS design to minimize the damage, including dividing the 34
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bunch compression in two stages at different beam energies, as suggested initially by1

Sessler and developed by Tor Raubenheimer. One particular effect that received much2

attention following the LCLS conceptual design report [LCLS 2002] is the coherent3

synchrotron radiation in the compressor chicanes leading to bunching of the electron4

beam on the scale of micrometers, the micro-bunching instability [Saldin 2002; Heifets5

2002; Huang 2002; Stupakov 2003]. It was also pointed out that the longitudinal space6

charge fields [Saldin 2003] are an additional effect driving the micro-bunching insta-7

bility. To control this effect a new element, the laser heater, was introduced in LCLS8

design [Galyda 2003; Huang 2004]. The laser heater uses the resonant interaction9

between a laser field and electrons propagating in an undulator to modulate the elec-10

tron energy and thus effectively increase the electron beam energy spread. The larger11

spread induces a Landau damping of the instability, thus reducing the growth of12

micro-bunching. This new elements has been introduced at the end of the injector13

section of LCLS, before the first bunch compressor. It successfully helped to control14

the micro-bunching instability and improve the FEL performance [Huang 2010].15

After reaching its final energy at the linac exit, the LCLS electron beam enters a16

130 m long permanent magnet undulator, divided in 3.4 m long segments, separated17

by sections where electron beam position monitors (BPMs) and quadrupole focus-18

ing magnets are installed [LCLS 2002]. The undulator magnetic field must satisfy19

stringent requirements, a relative error tolerance of about 1 part in ten thousand or20

better. Since the electron beam and the X-ray beam must overlap over a distance at21

least equal to one gain length, about 10 m, to avoid a reduction of the FEL gain, the22

electron beam alignment along the undulator axis must be kept within a few microns23

[Gluskin 2001; Nuhn 2009].24

This level of alignment precision is not easily achievable with existing mechanical25

survey methods. For this reason, a beam-based alignment technique has been devel-26

oped and used at LCLS [Emma 1999]. It uses measurements of the beam position,27

from monitors located between the undulator modules, to observe the effect on the28

electron bunch location of a large change of the electron beam energy. For an ideal29

alignment the beam position does not change with energy. The observed changes, due30

to alignment errors, are analyzed to determine the best trajectory corrections, applied31

using correcting magnets. The procedure can be repeated to converge to an alignment32

within the required tolerances.33

Another innovation was introduced in the undulator design [Vasserman 2004], to34

facilitate reaching the magnetic field tolerances. The ideal electron trajectory in the35

undulator is in the horizontal plane. The geometry of the upper and lower undulator36

pole faces was changed from parallel to canted respect to each other, with a canting37

angle of about 5.5 mrad. In this geometry the magnetic field and undulator parameter38

depend on the electron beam’s horizontal position. In addition each undulator module39

can be moved horizontally with high precision, giving the possibility of matching the40

undulator parameter to the required tolerance.41

An advantage of this innovative solution is that, as the electrons lose energy to42

the X-ray beam, the magnetic field can be reduced to compensate the energy change43

and keep the resonant wavelength constant, keeping the electron oscillations and the44

electromagnetic wave in phase. This idea was first proposed and studied by Kroll45

et al. [Kroll 1981], to increase the energy transfer from the electron beam to the46

radiation field. It was demonstrated in the Livermore experiment [Orzechowski 1985]47

discussed before. William Fawley et al. [Fawley 2002] studied tapering the undulator48

magnetic field for LCLS to increase the output power. This possibility has been verified49

experimentally during initial operation of LCLS [Ratner 2009].50

The X-ray pulse at the undulator exit has a radius of about 10 μm, and an an-51

gular divergence of 0.5 μradians. The electron beam position and pointing error at52
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the undulator entrance must match these values. This is achieved controlling the 1

trajectory between the linac and the undulator entrance, using correcting magnets. 2

The combination of all the requirements on the electron beam 6-dimensional phase 3

space, its trajectory, and undulator alignment and field quality control represents a 4

formidable challenge for accelerator physics and technology, a challenge that the LCLS 5

group has met with great success. Initial lasing at 1.5 Å was obtained as soon as the 6

beam was sent in the undulator, a remarkable success. Practically all other FELs 7

preceding LCLS had required a much longer and difficult commissioning period. 8

After the initial results at 1.5 Å [1], new extreme pulse compression schemes with 9

reduced bunch charge have been demonstrated at the LCLS, with high-power X-ray 10

pulse durations of <10 fs [Ding 2009a; Ding 2009b]. Both results are reported in 11

Table 4. 12

Since April 2009 the LCLS has been operating successfully in the full wavelength 13

design range, 15 to 1.5 Å. Initial experiments in the area of atomic and molecular 14

physics have already been performed. It is a testimony to the outstanding work done 15

by the design and construction group that even during this initial period of operation 16

the X-ray beam has beam made available to the experimental groups more than 92% 17

of the scheduled time As Paul Emma recently said: “This encouraging success story 18

demonstrates the real practicality and the great potential of future FELs, which are 19

now well grounded as stable and reliable light sources.” 20

9 Conclusions and future directions 21

The success of LCLS opens the door to many new developments, as discussed and 22

reviewed recently [Pellegrini 2011]. One is production of coherent photons of higher 23

energies, up to 50 keV or more. Another is production of single spike, fully longitu- 24

dinally coherent, short pulses, shorter than 1 fs, at very low electron bunch charge, 25

around a few pC [Rosenzweig 2008; Reiche 2008], or the reduction of the line width to 26

a value near the transform limit by self-seeding in a two undulators plus monochro- 27

mator system [Feldhaus 1997], or seeding with an external laser and lasing on higher 28

harmonics. The option of an X-ray FEL oscillator [Lindberg 2009] has been pro- 29

posed and studied recently to obtain X-ray pulses with extremely small line-width, 30

about 10−6 to 10−7. 31

The European XFEL, under development at DESY and scheduled for end of con- 32

struction in 2015, will increase the average power and brightness over LCLS. XFEL 33

accomplishes this increase by using superconducting linac to augment the bunch rep- 34

etition rate from 120 Hertz to 27 kHz. 35

The next generation of Soft X-ray FELs, following FLASH, will cover the nanome- 36

ter wavelength range with variable polarization radiation, and repetition rates of 37

100 Hz, like the Fermi [De Ninno 2009] soft X-ray FEL under construction at Trieste, 38

or in the 0.1–3 MHz region for superconducting linac FELs being studied in the UK 39

[Walker 2008] and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [Belkacem 2007]. 40

Considering their unique properties, FELs will play a very important role in the 41

future of atomic and molecular science. The last step in their development will be 42

a reduction in size and cost to make them available to a larger community of sci- 43

entists. Work in this direction is being carried out right now at several laboratories 44

and universities, to develop high frequency linacs and laser-plasma based electron 45

accelerators, to reduce the accelerator length by one to three orders of magnitudes. 46

New ideas in electron sources and undulators, reducing the period from centimeters 47

to millimeters, will also help to develop future low cost, compact FELs, while keeping 48

unchanged the X-ray pulse characteristics. 49
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